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Abstract:  One of the common challenges in the mass-digitisation of book collections is 

correctly cropping (removing unnecessary border material from the digital image) during 

the automated image post-processing. This paper presents a method that supports the 

analysis of digital collections (e.g. JPG files) for detecting common cropping problems 

such as text shifted to the edge of the image, unwanted page borders, or unwanted text 

from a previous page on the image. One contribution of this work is a definition of the 

evaluation use cases for cropping problems. A second contribution is the creation of a 

reliable expert tool for document cropping error detection based on image profiling 

techniques. This tool can be applied in quality assurance workflows for digital book 

collections. Our suggested method employs evaluation parameters that can be defined for 

each book. The tool works independently of the image size, format and colour. We have 

analysed two real world collections with correct and corrupted images, and our tool has 

demonstrated good recall and precision for both corrupted image and correct images.   
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1. Introduction 
Within the last decade, significant effort has been invested in digitisation 

projects in libraries. Many large-scale digitization projects are running in digital 

libraries and archives and in public-private partnerships between cultural 

heritage institutions and industrial partners. The overall production in these 

projects has reached a level where a comprehensive manual audit of image 

quality of all digitized material would be neither feasible nor affordable. 

Nevertheless, cultural heritage institutions are facing the challenge of assuring 

adequate quality of document image collections that may comprise millions of 

books, newspapers and journals with hundreds of documents in each book. 

Quality assurance tools that aid the detection of possible quality issues are 

required. 
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The material used in our experimental setup has been digitized in the context of 

Austrian Books Online (see Austrian National Library (2014)), a public private 

partnership of the Austrian National Library with Google. In this partnership the 

Austrian National Library digitises and puts online its historical book holdings 

ranging from the 16
th

 to 19
th

 century with a scope of 600.000 books (cf. Kaiser 

(2012)). The project includes aspects ranging from digitisation preparation and 

logistics to quality assurance and online-access of the digitized items. Especially 

the quality assurance presents a challenge where automatic and semi-automatic 

tools are required to facilitate the quality assurance processes for the vast range 

and amount of material (described in Kaiser & Majewski (2013)). 

The main contribution of this paper is the development of a cropping detection 

tool for the analysis of digital document collections and for reasoning about 

analysed data. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview 

of related work and concepts. Section 3 explains the cropping detection process 

and also covers image processing issues. Section 4 presents the experimental 

setup, applied methods and results. Section 5 concludes the paper and gives 

outlook on planned future work. 

 

2. Related Work 
Image processing techniques can be employed for quality assurance of digital 

content by replacing of a human expert regarding the decision-making process 

in a particular domain. The CROPDET (cropping detection) approach of 

cropping error detection employs image profile computation. The Meyer (1992) 

algorithm uses a colour profile in form of its three component profiles for image 

segmentation based on the watershed transform method. Our approach does not 

use the RGB image directly but transforms it into a greyscale image and 

subsequently creates a colour profile. In the context of digital preservation 

computer vision techniques are employed in different scenarios. Strodl et al 

(2007) present the Planets (Schlarb et al (2010)) preservation planning 

methodology by an empirical evaluation of image scenarios. They demonstrate 

specific cases of recommendations for image content in four major National 

Libraries in Europe.  

 

3. Cropping detection process 
CROPDET is a cropping detection tool for quality assurance in document image 

collections. One of the frequently encountered problems in digitised book 

collections is incorrect cropping during the automated scan process. In mass 

digitisation the master-images are usually slightly bigger than the digitized 

original media. During post-processing the correct cropping to the page size 

must be determined and applied. In most cases automated methods yield the 

expected and correct result. But, as the processing is performed in batches, a 

method is needed to identify potentially mis-cropped pages. To address this, the 

proposed method supports the analysis of digital collections (e.g. JPG files) for 

cropping problems during the scanning and post-processing. In order to detect 

the most frequent cropping problems we regard three use cases. The first use 
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case detects a mis-cropped page where, due to the cropping, a text that is shifted 

to the right border of the page image and therefore the left border is much wider 

than right border. In the second use case, the cropping is so close to the text that 

there is no gap remaining between text edge and image border. This case is 

particularly important as it potentially indicates possible text loss as the text 

may be cut by the cropping. In the third scenario, an image comprises part of the 

text from the adjacent page.  

Image-profile-based image cropping detection employs evaluation parameters 

that can be defined for each book. The tool works independent of the image size 

and colour. This is particularly important as the evaluation is based on 

assumptions of commonly used printing and layout practices. That is, usually a 

text block in a book is surrounded by margins, which are governed by particular 

proportions. One important parameter is the border width, which describes an 

expected distance between page border and text edge on X axis and is employed 

for border analysis. The second important parameter is the relation between left 

and right border widths of the image. Usually these are of different width due to 

the binding at the spine. 

Collection analysis is conducted according to the quality assurance workflow 

shown in Figure 1. The user triggers a complete collection analysis, the results 

of which are stored in a text file. In order to detect documents with cropping 

error we aggregate digital text document (see Figures 2-4) specific expert 

knowledge and analyse images using image profiling technique demonstrated in 

Figures 5-7. In the first workflow step the image is loaded in RGB colour 

format. In the next step RGB image is converted to the greyscale format using 

the perceptually weighted formula (see Guojun (1998)). We used formula (1): 

 

Pres = 0,299 x Pred + 0,587 x Pgreen + 0,114 x Pblue   (1) 

 

Where Pres is a pixel value in a greyscale image, Pred, Pgreen and Pblue are 

pixel values in an RGB image. 

 

In subsequent steps we analyse greyscale image and calculate left and right 

border distances in order to apply different parameters like minimal and 

maximal border distance, left to right border relation and average colour (Pres 

value) for the image. Additionally the average colour for the whole collection 

can be calculated and used as a parameter in the analysis. The evaluated image 

profiles (see Figures 5-7) demonstrate calculated values visually. This supports 

the human expert to infer an informed evaluation of the cropping quality of 

image candidates that could be mis-cropped and evaluate whether these images 

are in fact affected by the indicated error and to perform necessary actions.   
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Figure 1. Workflow for cropping error detection 

  

The presented tool is working on a greyscale representation of the image data 

and is configured with relative measures. The initial configurations should be 

set by a digital preservation expert who is familiar with the material of a 

particular institution and the type of document collection. 

 

3. Evaluation 
Our hypothesis is that image profiling could help to detect cropping errors in 

document collection. We have analysed two test collections. The documents 

from the first test collection, with two correct images and five corrupted images, 

are described in detail in this section. The second collection comprises a 

selection of 40 images including a variety of the defined cases of cropping 

errors. The analysis of the second collection marked 13 images as correct and 27 
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images as having cropping error. The ground truth data created by human expert 

confirms this result. Our tool correctly detected all corrupted images as 

corrupted and correct images as correct. Of course, the accuracy depends on the 

expert parameter settings and for larger collection cannot be 100 percent. 

Nevertheless, for standard text-pages the algorithm is expected to yield good 

results. See samples for correct and corrupted images in Figures 2-4 with 

associated analysis results in Figures 5-7. 

The evaluation has been performed on an Intel Core i73520M 2.66GHz 

computer using Python 2.7 language on Windows OS. We evaluate images with 

corrupted cropping and calculation accuracy for each image. Images were 

analysed for previously defined cropping use cases like text shifted to the edge 

of the image, unwanted page borders, or unwanted text from previous page on 

the image. 

 

 
Figure 2. A correct image 000000145_1.jpg from Austrian National Library 

collection with associated profile 

 

 
Figure 3. A corrupted image 00000087_1.jpg from Austrian National 

Library collection  
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Figure 4. A corrupted image 00000077_1.jpg from Austrian National 

Library collection 

 

 
Figure 5. A correct image 000000145_1.jpg profile 

 
Figure 5 presents the image profile for document 00000145_1.jpg. This 

document has correct cropping for both borders. The left border distance from 

border to text edge is about 60 pixels and the larger right border distance is 

about 270 pixels from the total image width of 900 pixels. The average colour 

(Pres value) for this document is 160 on an axis from 0 to 255, where 0 is 

completely black and 255 is completely white. Figure 5 demonstrates that both 

borders are white and have correct border relation significant for text document. 

The text space from 60 to 730 on the X axis is dark what is correct and expected 

for pages printed in black font.  
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Figure 6. A corrupted image 00000087_1.jpg profile 

 
Figure 6 presents the image profile for document 00000087_1.jpg. This 

document has corrupted cropping on both borders. The left border includes 

unwanted text from the adjacent previous page. This is represented in the 

diagram between pixels 0 to 120 on the X axis. Then we can observe a left 

border to text edge from 120 to 270 pixels. On the right side, the image includes 

the unwanted representation of the edges of the following pages of the book. 

The width of this unwanted edge reaches from 1040 to 1450 pixels on the X 

axis. The right border distance for the given page is about 160 pixels from the 

total image width of 1450 pixels and is located between 880 and 1040. The 

average colour value for this document is 126. The profile in Figure 6 shows 

that both borders have a cropping error and this digitised page should be 

considered as corrupted.  

 

 
Figure 7. A corrupted image 00000077_1.jpg profile 
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Figure 7 shows the image profile for document 00000077_1.jpg. This document 

has corrupted cropping for the left border. The left border includes unwanted 

text from previous page what is depicted by distance from 0 to 85 pixels on X 

axis, which leads to the sharp shape on the plot in contrast to the steep rise and 

fall of colour values observed in correctly cut images such as in Figure 5. This 

shape demonstrates that document includes text left of the page margin which is 

an indicator for text from the adjacent left page. On the right side the image is 

correct. The correct right border distance for the given page is about 170 pixels 

from the total image width of 820 pixels and is located between 650 and 820. 

The average colour value for this document is 165. Figure 7 depicts that left 

border has a cropping error and this text document should be considered as 

corrupted.  

 

Therefore, the image profiles have corroborated our initial hypothesis that image 

profiling could be a useful method for detecting cropping errors in document 

collections. 

  

4. Conclusions  
We have developed the CROPDET QA tool for cropping error detection in 

document image collection handling. This tool detects images in a document 

collection where cropping defined during the automated scan and image post-

processing is incorrect and requires the removal of unnecessary border material 

from the digital image. The presented approach supports the analysis of digital 

collections (e.g. JPG, TIFF, PNG files) for cropping problems e.g. text shifted to 

the edge of the image, unwanted page borders, or unwanted text from adjacent 

page on the image. Important contribution of this work is a definition of the 

evaluation use cases for cropping problems. Another contribution is the creation 

of a reliable expert tool for document cropping detection based on image 

profiling techniques. Our suggested method employs evaluation parameters that 

are customizable and can be defined for each collection by institutional expert 

of digital preservation. The tool works independently of the image size, format 

and colour. We have analysed two real world collections with correct and 

corrupted images. Our tool has demonstrated good recall and precision for both 

corrupted image and correct images. 
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